Abstract. Artificial bee colony algorithm is a smart optimization algorithm based on the bees acquisition model. A long time for the search of the artificial bee colony algorithm, in this paper we propose a parallel algorithm of artificial bee colony algorithm (MPI-ABC), with an application of a parallel programming environment MPI, using the programming mode of message passing rewriting the serial algorithm in parallel. Finally, this paper compare both serial and parallel algorithm with testing on complex function optimization problems. The experimental results show that the algorithm is effective to improve the search performance, especially for high-dimensional complex optimization problem.
Introduction
The artificial bee colony (Artificial Bee Colony, ABC) algorithm is based on the theory of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm. ABC algorithm in literature [1] proposed a swarm intelligence stochastic optimization algorithm in 2005, imitating bees swarm intelligence collecting nectar behavior. It has had a large number of applications in function optimization, combinatorial optimization, and engineering fields. But when facing the high-dimensional complex function, it exists searching a long time, slow in the convergence and prone to appear "premature" shortcomings. In this paper, we propose an MPI-based parallel artificial bee colony algorithm based on the ABC algorithm. Experiments of the parameter optimization problem show that MPI-ABC algorithm improves the search performance and it is very efficient and has a high practical value and potential applications.
Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
Artificial bee colony algorithm consists of three parts composed of leading bees (employ bees), watching bees (onlooker bees) and investigation bees(scout bees), leading bees go to find food sources, the watching bees waiting for leading bees bring back food source in the dance area and making choices on food source based on information, the scouts completely randomly to find new food sources. If a food source is discarded by employ bees and scout bees, then the employ bee corresponded to the food source becomes a scout bee.
To sum up, onlooker bees transfer state on probability according to the size of the fitness, ensuring that most of the bees select a path in accordance with previous generations of historical information, and scout bees ensure that there is always a part of the bees randomly route, ensuring the diversity of solutions and this is helpful to escape from local optima. Otherwise, employ bees with elite characteristics retaining the previous generation of the optimal path can speed up the convergence of the algorithm and reduce the oscillation of the algorithm. It is the combined effect of the three to let the algorithm have stronger global search capability and the speed of convergence.
Parallel artificial bee colony algorithm analysis and design

A. The serial ABC algorithm performance analysis
We use the Intel (R) Thread Profiler 3.1 Performance Analysis Tools to analysis the serial ABC algorithm in the 50 dimension, identify the number of processed block and rewritten in parallel. The results are shown in 
B. Parallel design of the bee colony algorithm
From Table I , we can know, throughout the algorithm, function main, SendEmployedBees and SendOnlookerBees the three functions consuming the longest. We make parallel design for these three functions. We set that new algorithm runs on two nodes, n processes, each process computes respectively and statutes to the main process in final.
This paper uses the static load program. MPI-ABC algorithm main steps are as follows:
Step1: Initialize the MPI runtime environment;
Step2: If the current process is the main process, get algorithms related to the initial parameters such as population size SN. And sent the above-mentioned parameters and split the sample to each slave processes. Each process randomly generate the initial nectar location constituted of SN solutions.
Step3: Employ bees of each process in accordance with the formula (1) search for new nectar, and calculate the position and moderation. If the new location is better than the original location, then replace the original location.
Step4: Scout bees of each process select a nectar location depend on probability according to the nectar amount of bees sources, and generate a new location according to the formula (1). After evaluating of the location, if the new location is better than original location, replace the original location.
Step5: Each process finds the existence of abandoned nectar, where the employ bees become scout bees, and where the nectar is replaced of random nectar.
Step6: Each process compares the number of iterations cycle with maxcycle, if (cycle > maxcycle) then records the optimal solution, otherwise goes to Step3.
Step7: Each process statutes the results from the slave process to the main process. Exit parallel and output a final best solution.
Experiments and analysis
A. Experimental platforms and parameters
The experimental hardware environment is Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Quad Dual-core PC, memory 2 G. Software environment is Linux 2.6.23.1-42.fc8. Performance testing tool is Intel (R) Thread Profiler 3.1 Performance Analysis Tool. In the experiment, SN=20, BN=SN/2, we take D = 50 dimension and D = 100 dimension, maxcycle=2500, limit=100. Test function independently executes 30 times to find the average. The experiment selects three benchmark functions to carry out comparison test from references [6] .
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(1) Sphere function:
It is a continuous unimodal function, when i x = 0 ( i = 1,2, ..., n) the function reaches the minimum value 0.
(2) Griewank function: It is a complex nonlinear multi-peak function, when i x = 0 ( i = 1,2, ..., n) the function reaches the minimum value 0.
B. Experimental Analysis
Analysis I: In 100 dimension, as can be seen from Table II that MPI-ABC algorithm is better than ABC algorithm in aspect of Calculating the Maximum and Mean of the function, this fully shows that the improved algorithm has good global search performance. Table III and Table IV are the speedup ratio of two algorithms in 50 dimension and 100 dimension, and it can be concluded that using MPI parallel algorithm has effectively improved the computing performance and speedup ratio performance. Among of the 100 dimension Griewank function has improved more than 50%, the other two function also increased by nearly 50%. This illustrates that MPI-ABC algorithm has its superiority in solving high-dimensional global search space problem. Analysis III: As shown in Figure 1 , Figure 2 are respectively Sphere function and Griewank function in 1-500 dimension, the running time of ABC function and MPI-ABC function. Among of these MPI-ABC runs on 2 nodes. From the figures, we can see that speedup ratio of three functions is 2, this also explains the superiority of MPI-ABC algorithm for solving large search space of high-dimensional global problem. Griewank function's running time in some dimension
Conclusion
In this paper after studying the traditional artificial bee colony algorithm, on the basis of it, using MPI parallel programming model, we study and design artificial bee colony MPI parallel algorithms under clusters. The experiment result show that the algorithm in high dimension, has a high operating efficiency and provide an effective means for the high-dimensional complex optimization problem. For the case of low dimension, due to corresponding parallelism overhead of process creation and destruction overhead, the speed of parallel processing and serial processing is little different. Overall, Using MPI parallel programming model has been greatly improved the entire performance of the ABC algorithm.
